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Children going to be a freshman! Thank you for one year!
I am glad that I had a good time with curious and energetic children over the past year. I feel strong in the
appearance of the children who grow up as they grow taller and more able to do. I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to all parents for their warm understanding and cooperation. Thank you very much.
The excitement of being a first-year student is growing among the children soon. While inflating that joy, I
would like to cooperate with my friends on the remaining few days and recognize each other so that I can lead
a more fulfilling life.

I found Fossil!

"Remember nursery."

When we went to zou-san park to play. The children who

One day in front of the toilet, S-kun said, "Hey, I

found the stones said, "Isn't this a fossil?" And a great

want to remember the nursery “ When M-kun and R

excitement. In fact, it is a common stone such as obsidian, but

heard it, they answered saying, "Yes, I don’t forget."

the children who are curious continue to observe carefully. I

Children understand the graduation school in their

feel the growth that leads to learning to science from the

own way and think that they don't want to forget

appearance of comparing the difference of color and shape

their favorite friends and happy memories.

with a friend. When we brought it back to the nursery school,

As they grew up, they forget a lot more,'It was fun

we compared the stone poster with the stone I picked up, and

to go to nursery school!' I would be happy if they

I learned more. In the course of time, the experiment of

could remember just. Children who have developed

hardness began by bumping the stone and the stone naturally.

curiosity, challenge, self-reliance, co-operation, and

Children continued to be curious about

a lot of power. May that power be their power in

how to crack, the

color of the inside, the pattern, and a lot of notices. I want
you to have fun learning at elementary school.

the future!

